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Message From Your Editors

A

s we all anticipate autumn, we are

more pieces involving history — Eleanor

aware of having experienced record-

Roosevelt, and the other a World War II

breaking heat. Summer was also a celebration

experience. Joy Lamb shares a treat that

for us with the completion of the handsome

walking the Nature Trail offered her, while “A

Drinkard Healthcare Center on our campus.

New Boy” by Nancy Carwile reveals the tainted

Our cover, thanks to Carol Hammer,

luster of a coin. We welcome these new

displays the addition of a fountain in the terrace

contributors. Marion Kelly and Norvell

landscape project outside our dining areas.

Thomson submitted a delightful pairing from

Summer’s floral display was enriched for us by

Westminster’s Creative Writing class. This issue

Crimora Ayers’ lotus blooms, with her article

also includes an “As Told By” feature —

and on our back cover.

“Survival.” And it offers a special feline

Your submissions are treating us to a

adventure — “The Cat Is Down.”

fascinating issue of The Recorder. What a

Special thanks to Connie Sowa for her

delight to have such a broad spectrum of

enticing book review and Martha Wilson for

articles and poetry!

our Strickler Library Notes. As we salute all our

In addition to an historical contribution
referencing Thomas Jefferson, we have two

contributors, we feel our readers are ensured
some good reading with this autumn issue.
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From The Desk Of The CEO
Of Westminster Canterbury-Lynchburg
Sean Huyett

M

id-July saw us move 80+ residents

years of this magazine’s publication. What began

into the new Drinkard Healthcare

as a six-page prototype within the spring 2017

Building. I am grateful for all of the support from

issue of the Chimes newsletter has bloomed into

our residents and families throughout this

what you are enjoying today.

process. The esprit de corps shown by our

Kudos to Betty Lewis for the idea to start the

residents is what makes WC Lynchburg special!
The support and can-do attitudes made the

publication that has now expanded to over 20
pages. Yes, we help administratively with the

two-day journey calm and attainable. I am

production and printing of each issue; but, the

equally moved by the caring of our resident

credit goes to the editors and all the wonderful

volunteers who continue to visit Drinkard to

contributors. Each issue has fresh, new content

check on their neighbors and friends almost two

thanks to you.

months later to ensure that they are adapting to
their new environments. Thank you!

What a great way to share the talents of the
people at Westminster Canterbury!

This edition of The Recorder marks two full

A LifeCare Retirement Community
501 V.E.S. Road, Lynchburg, VA 24503

(434) 386-3500

(800) 962-3520

www.wclynchburg.org
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A Lotus Plant Arrives at Westminster Canterbury
by Crimora Ayers

M

y WC lotus plant, cut off a rhizome

bulb I had in Greenville, South

Carolina, now lives in garden plot number 18,

pink color, the flower fades over the next two
days to a pale pink and then to a final cream.
The lotus flourishes in a wide range of

near the greenhouse. Rhizome bulbs grow

climates, from India to China, and will bloom

horizontally and form roots from the bottom,

each year if the bulb does not freeze. To provide

while shooting out leaves on the top. To bloom

the best protection and hope for survival in

properly, the plant needs eight hours of

Lynchburg, I have a soil/clay/sand mixture in

sunshine, along with several pellet tubes of

the bottom of the container.

fertilizer put into the soil in the spring.
An aquatic perennial, the lotus varies widely

A number of residents — Bill Gayle, Carol
Hammer, Ken Slusher and myself — have

in the size of the total plant, as well as in the

photographed the flowers, with some seen in

size of its leaves and flowers. The leaves of my

this issue. At the time of my writing this article,

WC lotus,approximately 12 inches in diameter

two blossoms had opened with a third almost

and blue-green in color, emerge from the water

ready to. After the lotus blooms, and the petals

container. A tall stem grows from the leaves and

fall off, a pod grows from the center, starting as

ends with a bloom slightly smaller at 10 inches

green and turning to brown. The pod holds

in diameter. The bloom opens mid-morning,

lotus seeds, which have been documented as

closes by mid-afternoon and continues to open

germinating as long as 1,300 years later.

and close for two days. First displaying a bright
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My Encounter With Eleanor Roosevelt
by Antal E. Solyom

I

t was unexpected. Eleanor Roosevelt was
not in the sphere of my interests. But

keep alive and spread Eleanor’s message.
I tried to convince Jane that Eleanor’s

one-woman stage performances were — because

message would be spread further and farther if

of my sister! So, when in March 2018, I saw the

my sister performed the play in Hungary. I sent

announcement of a one-woman show at

her the web address where she could see my

Lynchburg College — “Across a Barrier of Fear”

sister and read about her career of 50 years. In

— I had to see it. The autobiographical

July 2018, I received the manuscript: “I’m

monologue using the words of Eleanor Roosevelt

sending you this precious script with the

was written by Sharon Whitney and performed

following understanding: 1) it will be performed

by Jane VanBoskirk, an alumna of the college

in the Hungarian language, 2) only performed by

whose career blossomed in Oregon.

your sister, Sólyom Katalin, and 3) it will be

I found the brief account of Eleanor

shown that Sharon Whitney wrote this script.”

Roosevelt’s life and the performance by Jane

Jane also noted that “my love for Eleanor led me

VanBoskirk dramatic, impressive and

to do this, so that her message could be heard by

psychologically rich. I thought the play was

a larger audience.”

worthy of my sister’s attention. After the show, I

Close reading of the script allowed me to gain

was able to congratulate Jane and tell her that I

a deeper understanding of Eleanor Roosevelt’s

wished to get the manuscript and permission

personality and remarkable psychological

from the playwright for the performance of the

competence, especially in the context of her

play by my sister in Hungary. We exchanged

emotional and very traumatic childhood that

email addresses, but I soon became aware of her

resulted in a permanently insecure sense of self.

reluctance to let me have the script. It turned out

Her story played on all the strings of my

that Sharon Whitney, the playwright, who had

professional being. The closer I got to Eleanor,

written books about Eleanor Roosevelt, was

the more excited I became. I fully understood

Jane’s friend. Jane had admired Eleanor

how her distant cousin, Franklin, got interested

Roosevelt and nagged Sharon to write a play for

in her when she returned from the private

her. Indeed, some 25 years ago, Sharon did write

English girls school at 18 to be a debutante in

this play for Jane and gifted it to her along with

New York. She was surprised that he, at 21,

all the relevant rights. The script was never

valued her seriousness which had been held

published and only Jane has performed it,

against her in her childhood. I understood how,

without recording it, almost as a vocation, to

on those long walks, they fell in love with each
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other’s intellect, interests, values, motivations and

unjustly treated wherever and for whatever

personalities – and that they first kissed each

reasons.

other at the engagement. I also understand why

It seems to me, as I told my sister, that her

President Truman, upon her leaving the White

high ethical values and exceptional empathy

House as a widow, asked her to represent the

fueled her uncompromising and goal-directed

United States in the Assembly of the United

determination that had overcome her self-doubt.

Nations; and once there, why she was elected to

Such a humanitarian example and message

be the Chair of the Human Rights Commission;

should be heard in Hungary, too. It took only a

and finally how she was able to whip together in

few days for my sister to identify with Eleanor.

less than two years “The Universal Declaration

She got a translator, and by mid-September met

of Human Rights” that passed the General

with the director (himself an actor) of the

Assembly without a single “no” vote on

National Theater of Pécs (of which she has been

December 10, 1948, in Paris. I am also not

a life member), and told him she would perform

surprised that upon this accomplishment many

this play one way or another, there or elsewhere,

called her the “First Lady of the World.”

but she would prefer to do it on her home stage.

By August 2018, I was able to visit my sister

He took the Hungarian script for review and

and my gift to her was more Eleanor Roosevelt,

within two days he told my sister that “Eleanor”

the giant, than the monodrama to be performed.

was scheduled to be performed on December 10

I structured the script into seven scenes (the

and 12. (He knew from my sister that December

original is a continuous text) in order to show

10 was the 70th anniversary of The Universal

the stages of Eleanor’s personality development

Declaration of Human Rights.) He added, that it

and accomplishments. My sister wondered how

should be performed for school audiences, too!

Eleanor Roosevelt could be of interest in today’s

After two months of hard work, the premier was

Hungary. I was able to convince her that

a great success. Since then, it has been on the

Eleanor’s message was not just American but

theater’s program twice a month. Recently, the

universal. She was a preeminent female leader of

tickets were bought out by a senior high school

the 20th century. She transcended being an

class and by members of the local women’s

American politician’s wife, the mother of her

group. A future show has been sold to a church

children, and a member of the League of Women

congregation.

Voters by her unconditional caring for all who
were devalued, deprived, disadvantaged or

All of the above was unexpected.
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“Cat Is Down”: The Ultimate Pet Rescue
(with apologies to Cricket Ardrey and Sassy Clark)
by Pat Mignogna, introduced and concluded by Mary Hoban

F

riday, May 17, began with rain and

gloom. We weren’t worried at first

when we didn’t see Prancer, our kittenish and
very lively adoptee. But as the day continued,
with lots of loud machinery roaring away
nearby, we began to worry about her. By
suppertime, I started searching the
neighborhood, calling her name. And finally I
heard her — meows were coming from the
wooded ravine between Bishops Lane and
Westminster Way.
With the efforts of Jim and the sharp eyes
and ears of Jeff, the security officer on duty that
night, we found Prancer. She was way, way up a
tree that was way, way down in the ravine.
Thus began a nerve-twisting period of days,
happily and amazingly ending with the rescue
described in Pat Mignogna’s email to Jim and

for a trip abroad. What to do?? Late Sunday

me. That email is included below.

afternoon, Jim called the Mignognas, outlining

From the Friday of her misadventure until

our tale of woe. Tom and Pat were most

Tuesday when she was finally set free from the

sympathetic, saying words to the effect of

tree, all kinds of things happened, including —

“We’ll take care of it.” And they did!

but not limited to — Jim’s own need (twice) to

And here is Pat’s email from Tuesday the
21st, with the subject heading “Cat Is Down”:

be helped out of the ravine; a futile attempt by
kind Boonsboro firefighters to help; a Saturday

It has been an exciting day on Bishops Lane.

night storm, which made Prancer’s cries louder

Prancer is down (however, we don't know

than ever; and many, many tears.

where she went), and the willow tree is down,

The situation was especially upsetting
because we were scheduled to leave on Monday

too. Donnie Ray, a big strong man, brought a
continued on page 9
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Week of Warblers
by Kay Putney Gantt
Blown off their migratory course,
continued from page 8

warblers descend on Key West.
Wind weary, they gather

younger boy with him who climbed the tree.
The willow was too flimsy so he climbed

at puddles,
near swimming pools.

another nearby. He tossed a line over to the
willow, and Prancer climbed higher. So they

Black as chunks of airborne

decided to tighten up the line and cut the tree at

charcoal, wings dabbed orange or blue,

the bottom and let it down gently. It worked,

they beg our attention,

but when it got close to the ground she jumped

unlike the customary skimmers

off and scooted away.

or the minnow-minded heron.

Linda Whitmore put food and water out for
her in the carport and I'm keeping an eye out.

All week they careen into

Nancy had to take Bill to an appointment, but

windshields, scatter across

if I see Prancer I'll call Nancy to try to get her

roads in heaps

into the carrier.

of broken necks –

We had quite a support group working on

no match for man’s machines.

this project — "Save The Kitty”— Nancy,
Linda, Bill Stuart, Denise, my daughter-in-law,
as well as Caroline, her friend, and a myriad of
passers-by.
Now that she is safe, I hope you will free
your mind and have a wonderful time following
Leonardo.
Hugs to you both, Pat

Two or three dart in and out
an open door, landing
on a counter, the fridge,
their heads cockeyed as if they
understand cajoling.
Outside, splashing in a pail
a warbler flails at the bottom.
I scoop up his weightless body.

Prancer soon reappeared, and Linda
Whitmore, with help from neighbors like Pat

His instant flight
I take for gracias.

and Nancy Young, took wonderful care of her
until we returned on June 2. And she is now
spending much more time inside …

from Living the Spell
Poems from a Decade in Key West
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Vignette
by Marion Kelly

I

n September of my sixteenth year, I

stood still in the center, waiting until she was

waited, along with four hundred other

certain we were absolutely quiet and no longer

girls at Mary Washington College, for an
address by Nina Bushnell, Dean of Women, the

breathing.
Then, in a surprisingly strong voice she said,

highlight of freshman orientation week. “Don’t

“You can, if you will, but you won’t, or will

be late,” we had been told; so we waited.

you?” And suddenly she was no longer a little

It was long before air conditioning, and

old lady in a dinner dress, but General George

Monroe Hall showed its age from years of

Patton addressing his soldiers on the eve of

Tidewater Virginia’s hot, humid summers. That

battle. She elaborated on her mantra for ten

evening, yet another damp one, our skirts and

minutes: We were on the cusp of the rest of our

blouses were sticking to the old wooden

lives, we should strive to make the most of

auditorium seats as we waited. No matter,

every day, to keep our eyes on the stars, to set

everything was new and exciting for me, my

goals and not be deflected, to never give up.

first solo venture from my home in Richlands,
Virginia.
Finally, Mrs. Bushnell appeared: erect,

Finally, she stood still again and repeated,
“You can, if you will, but you won’t, or will
you?” She walked off the stage, down the three

walking in a deliberate and no nonsense way

steps, up the aisle, out the door, leaving us to

down the aisle toward the stage. She was a

mull over what she had said.

small woman of indeterminate age—ancient to

Now, approaching a September many

me—with hennaed hair, small eyes in an

decades later, I sometimes remember that

abundantly powdered face, thin red lips, and

evening so long ago and Mrs. Bushnell. I say to

wearing a long gold dinner dress. Gosh!

myself, “Well, Old Girl, could you, would you,

Nobody in Richlands dressed for dinner.

did you?” I don’t know. Perhaps. But there’s

Actually, in those days we called it “supper.”

always tomorrow.

She mounted the three steps to the stage and
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A Bushnell Postscript
by Norvell Thomson

I

n her delightful piece entitled “Vignette,”

Then, thank God, he was transferred to Lafayette

classmate Marion Kelly introduced us to

College in Easton, Pennsylvania, to teach Military

the unique Nina Bushnell, Dean of Women at

Science and Tactics instead of being sent into

Mary Washington College during the 1940s.

combat in Korea.

There is no doubt that her presence was

It was while we were living in a suburb of

dominant in our lives. Little could we do that was

Easton that I learned from a classmate that Mrs.

not influenced in some way by Mrs. Bushnell.

Bushnell had left Mary Washington and was now

For four years, we watched her sweep down

Dean of Women at Bethlehem School for Girls in

the walk in solitary splendor toward the dining

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, less than 20 miles from

hall where she dined alone. Often, she interrupted

our home. With this news I decided to reach out

our meal with lessons in table manners, or

to her. Choosing my very best monogrammed

announcements of import. Otherwise, she neither

stationery, I wrote a note reintroducing myself and

spoke to us, nor we to her, during the evening

asking if I might call upon her. Very shortly I

meal. When she finished her coffee and rose to

received a reply expressing delight at the prospect

leave, we all stood up until she disappeared

of seeing me and suggesting a date and time.

through the door.
Her office, in Virginia Hall, consisted of an

On the appointed day I drove over for tea,
wearing my white gloves, of course. Upon entering

outer office with a secretary, an inner office — the

her office it felt like a duplicate of the old MWC

“Sanctum Sanctorum” — and her private living

arrangement. I introduced myself to the secretary

quarters. Everyone who called on a student had to

and took a seat. Nervously, I wondered about

check with Mrs. Bushnell first; no exceptions!

greeting the lady who still put me in a state of

My story, you lucky readers, begins four years
after graduation. Those years had been happy,
exciting years for me. My first teaching job kept

awe. Should a handshake be offered? Should I
curtsy? Should I genuflect?
Suddenly, the door opened and there stood

my days busy. I dated a few interesting young men

Mrs. Bushnell. As I quickly stood up she solved

from Europe who came to Danville, Virginia, to

every doubt in my mind. With a warm smile and

study the American tobacco business. The

outstretched arms she welcomed me with a hug

highlight of those years, however, was my eventual

and a gracious, “Oh, my dear, how good it is to

marriage to a local young man. We settled in our

see you again.”

own home. Suddenly, our lives turned upside

With that said she ushered me through the

down when he, an officer in the Army Reserves,

inner office and into her own tiny parlor where tea

was recalled to active duty during the Korean War.

was set.

We found ourselves at Fort Knox, Kentucky.

I had grown up and passed the Bushnell Test!
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Thomas Jefferson’s “Cut And Paste” Bible
by Dick Hiner

M

arch 1803: The sun was just rising

Consequently he believed many of Jesus’s potential

over the mountains at Monticello

followers were turned off by these events, many of

when President Thomas Jefferson stepped into
his carriage to begin a two-day journey back to

which defy the rule of reason.
Jefferson believed there might be another way

Washington. In his hand he had two booklets

to clarify the true message of Christianity. He

given to him by his good friend Joseph Priestley,

would later write to John Adams in 1813 that

a noted scientist and theologian. Priestley had

Jesus “provided the most sublime and benevolent

recently been tossed out of England for his

code of morals which has ever been offered to

unorthodox religious views, support for

man.” Jefferson was sensitive to the vicious

American and French Revolutions and other

attacks he had endured from Adams’s Federalist

issues. The booklets were titled Jesus and

camp during the presidential campaign in 1800.

Socrates Compared (1803) and The History of

Adams’s supporters were warned that Jefferson,

the Corruptions of Christianity (1782). He

as a supposed atheist, would confiscate their

found that while these two works expanded his

Bibles and convert churches into libraries.

insight into Jesus’s teaching, both raised a lot of

Jefferson desperately wanted to learn more about

questions in his mind.

the true, unfiltered message that Jesus conveyed.

In the first booklet, Priestley noted that
neither Jesus nor Socrates had ever written

He didn’t accept being labeled an atheist.
After his work day at his office in

anything down. We learned about Socrates from

Washington, President Jefferson began the

Plato, and the teachings of Jesus from the

process of creating his own Bible. His theory

Apostles. Both Jesus and Socrates were teachers

was that Jesus’s message would become more

of moral principles. They urged compassion and

meaningful, acceptable, and less mysterious if

fairness and had faithful followers. Both were

many of the supernatural events of the four

executed for their beliefs, and could have avoided

Gospels were deleted. These included the Virgin

death by disavowing them. However, they

Birth, Christ’s divinity, and the Trinity. He

depended on scribes to deliver their message.

elected to keep the parables, other lessons, and

In Corruptions of Christianity, Priestley claims

good deeds, which provide valuable teachings.

that many of the Apostles and evangelists were

In order to create an understandable narrative,

charlatans who corrupted Jesus’s message. Priestley

he placed the carefully selected verses of the

wrote that Jesus’s message was negatively

four gospels in chronological order so that the

influenced by all of the supernatural events and

story would flow in time. In a book with blank

mysticism added later by his followers.

pages, he proceeded to cut and paste selected
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Jesus was clouded in the various translations written
in multiple languages over the years.
Jefferson was conversant in English, French,
Latin and Greek. He purchased several Bibles in
each of these languages. Again, in a blank-paged
book, he divided each page into four columns
accommodating each language. He proceeded
to cut and paste his selected verses into the
appropriate columns. Each verse he selected
could be read in four different languages, perhaps
providing him expanded insight into its meaning.
This 1820 Bible he titled The Life and Morals of
Jesus of Nazareth Extracted Textually from the
Gospels in Greek, Latin, French & English. This
edition he used until his death, but there is no
clear evidence that the multiple translations
helped. However, in one of his final letters to
John Adams, Jefferson spoke of “the hereafter”
verses from the four gospels in chronological

and joining him and their friends in another place

order into the empty book. He titled his new

at a later time.

Bible The Philosophy of Jesus of Nazareth.
After using his newly created Bible for a time, he

After Jefferson’s death in 1826, the revised
Bible remained in his family until 1895 when

was troubled that something was still missing. He

Cyrus Adler, the librarian of the Smithsonian

was disappointed that there wasn’t the clarity of

Institution, purchased the work from Carolina

Jesus’s message that he was seeking. After leaving

Randolph, Jefferson’s great-granddaughter.

the presidency in 1809 and returning to Monticello,

Adler purchased the volume on behalf of the

he attacked the matter of understanding the Gospels

Smithsonian for $400.

another way. He believed that the problem might be

Various attempts were made over the years

in the translation. The verses in Jefferson’s Bible

to copy the book. In 1904 the Government

were written in English. The original scriptures were

Printing Office photographed each page in an

written in Hebrew, Greek, and other languages.
Perhaps the failure to obtain the true message of

continued on page 14
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Bible

Mutating Masterpiece

continued from page 13

by Carol Hammer

attempt to publish the work. These efforts were

Standing at the crest of the canyon.

unsuccessful. The photos revealed the rapid

I am chilled by the damp morning air.

deterioration of the volume, and the museum

Excited, yet cautious, I mount the burro

considered it too fragile for exhibition or

To begin the slow journey down.

further reproduction.
Over the next 100 years great achievements
were made in printing, photo and copying
technology. In 2009 the Smithsonian National
Museum of American History committed to

Gripping tightly at the start,
My thighs cling to the sure-footed beast,
That carries me toward the unseen
Rushing waters far below.

restoring the Jefferson Bible to its original
condition. The Bible was much like a scrapbook

Riding down the steep, narrow, winding path,

that had to be disassembled and all of its pieces

My mind absorbs the kaleidoscope of colors

returned to their original locations. As

And formations that lie before me.

mentioned earlier, it was made up of multiple

Clouds pass overhead. Shadows dance

clippings Jefferson had removed from other

Over the rocky contours

Bibles and then glued to the front and back of

Deepening the spectrum of color.

each leaf of 43 pages. Jefferson’s handwritten

Each turn in the path presents a new painted vista

notes and page numbers are included. In one

That I print as a slide in my memory.

case, Jefferson had accidentally cut off text at
the far right edge of a clipping. He then aligned
and glued a replacement fragment in place. That
was accurately glued on to the appropriate page
in the Smithsonian edition. Even the original

Looking up to the rim, canyon walls narrow.
My eyes are flooded with blue.
The sun peeks over the edge and looks down.

cover has been accurately reproduced. This is as

Journey’s end is near as the river opens up to my view

close as it gets to the original.

And the sound of water rapidly moving caresses the

Fortunately, Jefferson’s Bible is for sale online

ear.

from the Smithsonian Book Store for $35 plus

Inside this mutating masterpiece

shipping. The forward includes the history of

I am carried lower into the canyon

Jefferson’s creation of the original work as well as

Until I am wrapped in a warm blanket of terra cotta.

detailed information about the painstaking care
required in its accurate reproduction.
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Westminster Canterbury’s Nature Trail
Hosts A Snapping Turtle
by Joy Lamb

W

hile walking our dog, Pax, up Bishops
Lane in late April, I saw a large

Her pictures are on the resident website.
Pax and I went on our way, but returned later

snapping turtle, maybe 10-12 inches in width,

in the day to discover that the hole had been

crossing the path away from the cottages. Pax, of

filled in, leaving just a patch of raw dirt. Higher

course, was interested, but I kept him at bay.

up the bank, near the woods I noticed five or six

When we came back down the street, the turtle

other places that looked like they had been

had moved to the grass below the woods.

investigated by the turtle.

One month later, the morning walk took us to

A walk on the Nature Trail is a regular outing

the Nature Trail entrance at the large boulder, and

for Pax and me. In late June I noticed that the site

as we neared the Harper bench, we saw disturbed

of the eggs seemed to have been disturbed — no

dirt on the creek side, quite close to the trail

actual digging, but dirt scattered as if an animal had

pavers. A few feet farther, a

wanted to get to the eggs. Another

medium size snapping turtle,

hole similar to the original one had

close to 8 to 9 inches across,

been dug a few feet up the trail, again

was standing with her tail

very close to the trail pavers.

over a 3-inch hole about 6

Research tells me that snapping

inches from the trail pavers.

turtles usually lay 15-50 eggs. Many

Keeping Pax away, I watched

other animals want to eat the eggs, if

for a few minutes and to my delight a smooth

they can find them—everything from foxes to the

white egg that looked just like a ping-pong ball,

family dog. The incubation period is 80-90 days,

but a little smaller, slowly dropped from the

which puts hatching in the August/September time

turtle’s rear into the hole.

frame. Interestingly, the sex of baby turtles is

Soon, Joan and Ted Swanson appeared, saying

determined by the temperature of the nest: 68

that they had passed earlier and seen the turtle.

degrees produces only females, 70-72 degrees

Fascinated, I sat on the bench while eight to nine

yields both sexes, and 73-75 degrees brings forth

more eggs, one every two to three minutes,

only males.

dropped and rolled forward into a tunnel.

It is unlikely any of us will see the baby turtles

The Swansons and I alerted Wiley Wright,

because they will break out all at once and head

chair of the Nature Trail committee. Matt Ward,

downhill to the swampy area. I feel so lucky to

assistant director of Building Services, arrived with

have seen the snapping turtle laying her eggs. Who

cones and yellow tape to cordon off the area of

knows what other amazing natural things go on

the nest. Joan Swanson took cell phone pictures,

right here at Westminster Canterbury.

but never captured an egg dropping into the hole.
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Survival
by Al Stump, as told to Betty Lewis

T

alking with Al Stump causes one to

and ran them up and down my spine. He said I

marvel, as he does, that he is still here!

was fine. With that, I was sent to Camp Pickett,

One could almost think the Fates had conspired

assigned to Kitchen Police (KP), got sick, passed

against him. Early in his teens, a tumor

out and transported to the hospital. A bout of

developed in his left arm. After treatment he

pneumonia followed, along with three weeks of

was told he could either “use it or lose it.”

convalescence at home.”

Knowing that, he decided to play basketball. He

Without a pause, Al tells me, “The Army’s

discovered he loved the sport and played

next step was to send me to Fort Sam Houston’s

whenever he could.

“Burn Center.” There, I was put in Advanced

Al calmly told me, “While in my teens I was
run over by a truck.”
With a smile, he added “But I was fortunate

Medical training and then sent to Fort Bragg to
care for patients. The head nurse was
outstanding. I noticed her total dedication,

enough to survive with only a compound

watching over one of the victims who had been

fracture on my ankle.”

in an awful automobile accident. Wanting to

Listening, as Al continues, you easily grasp
his feelings.
“In 1952, during the Korean War, I was in
my senior year at Roanoke College. Upon
graduation I opted for Officers Candidates

take a break, she asked me to stay with him,
and I will never forget how terrible I felt when
he died under my watch. It was a dreadful
feeling and still brings tears to my eyes.”
“At Fort Bragg, loving basketball as I did, it

School. I wanted to earn money to pay back my

was natural to play whenever I had a chance. A

college tuition debts and I hoped to be in the

colonel was so impressed with my ability on the

Air Force. I was sent to Langley Field in

Fort Bragg team, he offered to keep me there

Virginia. However, once examined, the doctor

rather than follow the orders originally intended

turned me down due to a ‘wing scapula’ from

for me to go to Germany. However, I felt it was

an early case of polio.”

an opportunity to travel and I told him that I

But, that’s not all. “As a result, I was then
drafted and sent to Roanoke for a physical
examination. There a doctor took two fingers

preferred to follow orders. I was to go to
Bremerhaven, Germany.
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“From Bremerhaven, I was shipped to

Aberdeen I had the rare experience, by chance,

Landstuhl, Germany. Because I could type I was

to stay in Guthrie Castle. I also had the

assigned to the hospital. In addition, I had KP

opportunity to spend a few days in Amsterdam

in the Mess Hall. The hospital also served as an

shortly before receiving orders we were

Army education center where I taught draftees

homeward bound.

who needed further education.
“I earned a furlough of three days in Berlin.

“At the time my ship was due to sail to the
United States, I found myself crossing the

On the trip we were told there was random

Atlantic while Hurricane Hazel was hitting.

shooting along the way and we were to pull

After a rocking, rolling voyage, discharge from

down the shades in the train car so we would

the Army ultimately came at Fort Meade,

not to be seen. In Berlin, destruction was

Maryland.”

everywhere. We saw Brandenburg Gate had

As Al reflected upon his experiences during

been torn down. No problem existed then going

the Korean War, he realized while serving in the

from East to West in Berlin. However, simply

Army, he treasured the friends he made. Just by

looking around at the destruction and rubble, I

chance it became possible for three of the four

found myself so happy to be an American.

who had enjoyed furloughs together in Rome to

“While stationed in Germany I learned I
could take advantage of furlough periods I had
built up earlier in my service in the States. As I

reconnect. Even today, Al hears from one of
them!
Continuing with his story Al said, “When I

result, I have special memories of a close

look back on all that happened during my

relationship with four good buddies developed

youth, the shooting around me as I was on the

in Landstuhl. Those buddies and I shared many

train to Berlin, and all the damage I saw; that

good times in Rome. We were lucky to be there

combined with sailing home on the Atlantic

when the Pope was in his summer palace and to

during Hurricane Hazel, has me realizing how

be present for one of his blessings.

lucky I am to have survived! I feel so fortunate

“On one of my furloughs, by taking a train
in London, I went to Scotland. While in

to be able to enjoy life as I do today.”
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The New Boy
by Nancy R. Carwile

W

e peered ahead to each mailbox
and dirt road, anxious to check out

That morning, when the second grade came
in from recess, Mary Frances stood by her desk,

the groups of waiting children before the school

tears puddling and sliding down her cheeks.

bus had reached them. This year we were

Between sniffles, we learned that her money was

experienced scholars, waving shyly at familiar

missing from her desk. Not milk money, not

faces with new haircuts, and smiling indulgently

pencil money, not I’m-gonna-get-a-beating-for-

at the pinched expressions of entering first-

losing-it money, but three pennies that belonged

graders. Even the big kids were subdued. We all

to Mary Frances alone. Three beautiful, glorious

spoke in murmurs, clicking the catches on new

pennies, to spend for candy or bubblegum or

book bags and lunchboxes.

anything. It was a special treat for the first day

When the bus stopped at the Glovers’ cabin,
all the brothers and sisters were waiting except
Mary Frances, who exploded out the front door.

of school, not easy to come by in the Glover
household.
We felt unsafe, surrounded by cutthroats,

We watched her leap down the slope all at

and at the same time uneasy, as if all of us had

angles, then run across the log that crossed the

taken those pennies.

road ditch, up the bank, and onto the school

A small knot of boys interrupted. “Miz

bus steps. She had grown taller during vacation,

Hesswell, we saw Lee put something in his shoe

and her arms and legs reached out of her sleeves

in the washroom.”

and hem. She ducked her head, dropped into a

“Yes, ma’am, we did.”

seat near the front, and smoothed her faded

“Right before recess.”

blue dress over her summer-browned knees.

Lee, the new boy. We turned and stared at him.

Further down, at Puckett’s Road, a new boy
waited at the mailbox. Sarah whispered to me
that he’d be in our room, so we scrutinized him
carefully. He was woefully fat, and his clothes

“No, I didn’t,” said Lee.
“Come up here, please, Lee,” said Mrs.
Hesswell.
Lee hesitated and started forward. “I did

strained around him. His pug nose barely

not.” His voice rose. “I did not.” Tears formed

supported a pair of glasses—the kind with those

under his eyes.

pink plastic frames the opticians sold as “less

Mrs. Hesswell made Lee take off his shoes.

noticeable.” His skin was gray-white, as if he’d

His pants were too tight for him to lean over, so

seen neither sun nor soap in a good while. We

he sat on the floor and began to struggle. He

disliked him on sight.

continued on page 19
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The One
by Vic Millner
continued from page 18

O God, give me the heart to see

protested and cried, untying his shoes and

The one who means so much to me.

wiping his nose on his sleeve and rubbing up

The one upon whose loving breast

under his pink glasses with fingers that were

My weary head I long to rest.

grubby from the playground.

The one who takes away the pain

We were hypnotized. Each of us felt as

O daily life, which is my bane.

grubby as Lee’s feet, and they were filthy—yet

Who comforts me with a warm caress

we couldn’t tear our eyes away. His feet were

And bids me take eternal rest

white and puffy, not the usual hard brown of a

Within the love found in her breast.

barefoot summer. In the creases were ribbons of
gray dirt.
Had all of that come from one playtime? First

The one who’s all in life to me,
And all I ever hope to see.

the left shoe and sock yielded, then the right. And

The one who’s heaven and earth in one,

there in the right sock were three pennies.

As true and faithful as the rising sun.

“Mary Frances,” said Mrs. Hesswell, come
and get your money.”
Mary Frances walked straight up the aisle,

The one who soothes my ruffled brow
As if Thou, thyself, had taught her how,
Who has my love light in her eye,

snatched the three prizes from the corner of the

And says my name with every sigh . . .

teacher’s desk, turned sharply (her blue dress

Who lives in me until I die.

was too skimpy to flounce), and made for her
seat. She kept her eyes down, but her neck
looked flushed and prickly. Lee’s snuffles echoed
in the silent classroom.
And who among you, who has lost a coin,
does not search diligently until it is found?
These pennies, however, had lost their lustre.
That afternoon when we stopped at Chaney’s
Store for snacks, Mary Frances did not even get
off the bus.

Written in 1951 as a young college student.
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No Choice Wine For The Nazis
by John Pelissier

June 1940

T

he Germans are coming. Hitler’s divisions

of outstanding quality, we saved those bottles for

have bypassed the Maginot Line over the

special occasions. The bottles joined the dozens of

Belgian border and are spreading into northern
France. No doubt they will make it to our
beautiful sunny Provence in the south.
What to do? Nothing we can do, except lay

other bottles in our wine cellar.
My father’s idea was to empty the cellar before
the Germans invaded Provence. Starting with the
oldest wine, we selected a bottle every day for the

low and hope for the best. My father thought

family to enjoy. Our father handled the dust-

otherwise and exclaimed, “We cannot let them

covered bottle with reverence, uncorked it, and

have our good wine; we must do something!” We

wiped out the top, keeping the venerable dust on

had a fine family vineyard and each year we

the body of the bottle.

would take our grape crop to the local cooperative

Each bottle was labeled and had a date. We

winery, where the grapes became wine, which the

would sip slowly and enjoy some remarkable

cooperative sold.

“bouquet.” These were trying times, but the best

But we followed the tradition of reserving the
best wine for daily home consumption. This
required trips to the winery several times a year to
get our supply. Whenever the wine happened to be

of our wine kept us going.
Eventually, we emptied the cellar. We had no
choice wine left for the invaders!
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A Book Review

Wunderland
Jennifer Cody Epstein
by Connie C. Sowa

H

ave you ever found a book difficult to

Village artist Ava Fisher receives her estranged

read? Not because of comprehension,

mother Ilse’s ashes in the mail—along with a

but because it is emotionally draining, intense,

trove of unsent letters to a woman named

and uncomfortable. Be prepared when reading

Renate Bauer. It’s a discovery that will launch

Wunderland by Jennifer Cody Epstein. A brief

Ava onto the gritty streets of 1980’s New York

synopsis indicated a book about friendship and

City—and on a collision course with a dark

betrayal in Nazi Germany, so I expected the

revelation about her mother’s hidden past that

usual Germans vs. Jews scenario that many

will shake her to her very core.”

novelists of World War II tend to write. I was

I took this eBook along on my recent trip to

shortsighted in my expectation. Epstein clearly

France. Facing a long flight, I dived in. Initially,

and carefully researched this topic. In fact, a

the switch between voices in the early chapters

memoir by Melita Maschmann entitled Account

was confusing; however, as I continued, the

Rendered inspired Epstein to write this story.

flow of the plot got better. I think any writer’s

Maschmann recalled how Hitler’s rise to power

challenge is how to balance plot with character

caused the German democracy to splinter into

development in those beginning chapters. The

thirty different political factions, thus dividing

technique of using a different voice for each

friends and family: “Decent people, who

chapter caused me to read long past bedtime

through action and inaction alike, helped propel

most nights. Eventually, I felt I knew both Ilse

their nation’s atrocious descent into madness

and Renate intimately. Whatever happened to

and war.”

each as the story progressed, I felt her pain.

Wunderland’s book jacket says it all:

Mind you, these girls did not face the

“Drawn together by shared idealism and mutual

horrors of prison camp. Instead, everyday life

bookishness, Ilse Fischer and Renate Bauer form

turned ugly and hateful as they and their peers

a passionate friendship that will be ripped apart

became entrenched in Hitler’s Youth movement.

by Germany’s race laws–and a shocking

Epstein does a tremendous job illustrating this

betrayal. Three decades later, struggling East

continued on page 22
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A Book Review

Wunderland
continued from page 21

destruction of human decency and civility
among Germany’s citizens. Along the way,
Epstein weaves in the riots and looting of New
York City’s blackout in the 1980s, when she
switches to Ilse’s daughter’s story. In Ava’s story,
we have a chilling reminder that human
atrocities continue to haunt us at anytime and
anywhere.
This is a definite read for book clubs no
matter how uncomfortable it is. Wunderland
dramatizes a fresh historical perspective on
Hitler’s influence through Germany’s children.
Epstein’s use of generational insights adds
credibility to the story she unfolds; these
insights seem to echo Old Testament biblical

Strickler Library Notes
A Sampling of New Book Donations
Fall 2019
Compiled by Martha Wilson
(In No Particular Order)
The Escape. Baldacci, David (LP F B175e)
John Puller series
Thriller
The Last Mile. Baldacci, David (F B175La)
Memory Man series
Mystery
Wolf Pack. Box, C.J. (F B788w)
Thriller

references of “generational sins.” This story will
haunt you long after you finish it. Ask your
favorite bookseller to find you a copy today. It
is available in softcover and as an eBook
through Amazon, Barnes & Noble or Givens.

Cyberspies: The Secret History of Surveillance,
Hacking, and Digital Espionage. Corera, Gordon
(T Of C797)
Educated: A Memoir. Westover, Tara (B W536w)
Biography/memoir
Turning Point: a Novel. Steele, Danielle (F S813t)
Fiction
My War. Rooney, Andy (B R777r)
Biography
continued on page 23
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Fear: Trump in the White House. Woodward, Bob
(S Po W899)
Wild Card (A Stone Barrington Novel). Woods,
Stuart (F W897wi) Thriller

The Great Naturalists. Huxley, Robert (N H986)
Thomas Jefferson: the Art of Power. Meacham,
Jon (B J45m)
Biography

The 36- Hour Day,5th edition: A Family Guide to
Caring for People Who Have Alzheimer Disease,
Related Dementias, and Memory Loss (A Johns
Hopkins Press Health Book). Mace, Nancy L.
(H Ca M141)

Unto Us a Son Is Given (Guido Brunetti). Leon,
Donna (F L579u)
Mystery

The Cornwalls Are Gone. Patterson, James
(F P317c)
Suspense

My Name Is Lucy Barton: A Novel. Strout,
Elizabeth (F S925)

Off Season. Siddons, Anne Rivers (F S568o)

The DaVinci Deception. Swan, Thomas (F S972 d)
Native American Myths and Legends: Stories and
Folklore from the Apache to the Zuni. McNab,
Chris (L My M169)
Mistress of the Art of Death. Franklin, Ariana
(F F831m)
Mystery
The Dollhouse: a Novel. Davis, Fiona (F D261d)
The Sixth Day (a Brit in the FBI). Coulter,
Catherine (F C855 s)
Thriller
Entombed (Alexandra Cooper). Fairstein, Linda
(F F172e)
Mystery

The President Is Missing. Clinton, Bill and James
Patterson (F C641p)
W Is for Wasted: A Kinsey Millhone Novel.
Grafton, Sue (F G737w)
Dame Agatha Abroad Unabridged (Murder on the
Orient Express; Murder in Mesopotamia). Christie,
Agatha (LP F C555d)
Mystery

